
Tax season 
is here
Prepare PPC campaigns to yield 
maximum returns for your clients.
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Tax services is a $9.3 billion 
industry.1 Last year, 138.2 million 
individual tax returns were filed in the 
U.S.2 Of those who filed, 87% chose 
to do so electronically3 – offering tax 
service providers a great opportunity 
to attract potential customers through  
PPC advertising. 

Help your tax service clients reach 
more customers through Bing Ads 
with these tax season insights for 
digital marketers.



+30%

> Electronic tax filing means more  
  related searches

Searches peak in early February when people get their W2s 
and again in April as the filing deadline approaches.4

Electronic filing has increased  
30% since 2009.

Self-prepared e-file tax returns 
have increased 21% since 2009.3

6 in 10 e-filers use 
tax professionals 
or software.3

120.6M people filed their 
taxes electronically in 2015.5

> More tax searches are resulting  
 in paid clicks 

Tax search trends: paid versus organic6 
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> Additional opportunities     
  abound this tax season

National employment rate
> Less than 6% of Americans are unemployed, so filing 

volume will be high.5

Healthcare and marriage laws
> Affordable Care Act (ACA) healthcare coverage is now 

part of tax returns.

Tax penalties more than doubled in 2015
> Uninsured households had to pay almost  double than 

they paid in 2014.9

Mobile apps 
> Mobile apps for tax season make it easy to find answers 

and to file from anywhere.

> IRS resources are strained –     
 opportunities for your tax     
 service clients 

The IRS doesn’t offer tax preparation assistance and it 
doesn’t advertise. Tax service companies can potentially 
reach more customers through PPC advertising. 

• The IRS workforce has declined by nearly 12,000 
employees since 2010.7 

• Only 37% of phone calls to the IRS were answered 
during the 2015 tax season.8

• 23 minutes was the average time callers were put  
on hold.8

• 8.8M calls were disconnected when the IRS switchboard 
became overloaded in 2015.8
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> Tax searchers are  
 increasingly mobile  

Although PC and tablet traffic continues to dominate the 
search landscape, mobile phones have experienced year-
over-year growth for tax-related searches. That’s good news 
for your Bing Ads clients, as 30% of all clicked search results 
powered by the Bing Network are on mobile platforms.11 

> Smartphone tax search trends are similar to those on 
PC/tablet but with slightly different top search terms.4

> Smartphone searchers are more likely to click on ads 
early in the tax season.4

• Click-through rates from smartphones are highest 
during the first half of tax season.

• Cost per click starts off low but quickly spikes by the 
end of January. This is due to increased competition, so 
adjust bids and budget accordingly.

> The Bing Network delivers a high   
 value tax audience10

• 5.2M total tax searchers 
• 12M total tax searches 
• 53% of all tax-paid clicks
• 48% of tax searchers are not reached on Google
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> Why advertise through Bing Ads?   
  Because in the U.S. you can reach:12

• 168M unique searchers on the Bing Network who 
represent 5.8 billion monthly searches 

• 33% of the search market share4

When compared with Google’s audience,  
the Bing Network’s audience:13 

• Is more likely to have purchased personal finance/tax 
software offline in the past six months.

• Is more likely to own personal finance/tax software.
• Indexes 40% higher than Google’s audience for those 

aged 45+ (2 in 5 tax website visits come from those 45+).

> Use keywords that get clicks 

Start with keywords: the positives and the negatives 

Regularly check keyword performance using Bing Ads 
Intelligence and Keyword Planner during the tax season. 
Adjust your keywords and match types accordingly to 
ensure competitive placement.  
• Align search campaign timing to the product or service  

being offered. 
• Branded keywords are not just for targeting your 

dedicated searchers. Use competitor brand names the 
right way to show competitor loyalist clients that you’re a 
great option, too. 

• Tax-related searchers want trusted sources. Use “official” 
or “official site” in ad copy to potentially improve 
performance. 

• If you offer a tax calculator, be sure to use it in ad copy 
combinations – title, description or both – because it’s a 
top searched keyword phrase.pg. 5

http://help.bingads.microsoft.com/apex/index/3/en-us/51011
http://help.bingads.microsoft.com/apex/index/3/en-us/51011


> Brand terms and refund-related  
keywords top the list of tax- 
related searches4

Top 5 queries on PC/tablet:

turbotax  irs gov
h r block     where my refund    irs

Top 5 queries on smartphones:

where my refund
h r block turbotax
where my refund 2015       irs
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> Bing Ads agency tips for     
reaching more tax searchers

Test ad copy early in January before the first peak 
and run with the best performing ads.

Target mobile searchers at the beginning of the tax 
season with refund-related ad copy and appropriate 
keyword bids.

Use location targeting, Location Extensions and  
Call Extensions to capture nearby taxpayers 
searching for assistance. 

Use App Extensions to highlight mobile offerings  
for tax assistance, calculators, return filing and 
refund status.

Set up automated rules to help you adjust your 
keyword bids and campaign budgets during  
search peaks.

Show ads in the right position. Use bid adjustments 
for mobile to maximize your return on investment 
for mobile searchers. Mobile CTR drops off 
significantly from position 1 to 2.

Improve your ad copy by testing different variations 
and calls to action. Highlight discounts, free 
consultation and guaranteed delivery.

Measure your efforts. Track multiple mobile data 
points, including direct mobile sales, phone calls, 
location clicks and other valuable signals. Customize 
your Bing Ads report by selecting “Device Type” to 
gauge mobile-specific performance.
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>  Give your tax ad campaigns a boost   
 with these agency tools

Use the Google Import tool to import any existing 
client campaigns from Google AdWords directly into 
Bing Ads. 

Refresh budgets and bids for tax campaigns, as your 
tax service clients should expect increased traffic. 

Include an image in your ads to help them stand 
out to customers. With Image Extensions, you can 
get more relevant traffic to your clients’ sites, draw 
attention with a larger ad footprint and provide a 
unique link for each image.

Drive more conversions from searchers who have 
visited your client’s site before by using Remarketing 
in Paid Search since potential customers may be 
comparing tax products and services online. 

Use the Accounts Summary page to compare  
and edit multiple accounts, which will save you 
time by displaying account-level information in one 
location. Quickly identify what performance and 
budget improvements would be most effective for 
your clients. 

Take advantage of bulk-editing functionality to 
make across-the-board changes to match types for 
keywords, bids for ad groups, check the status of ad 
groups and make text changes to ads. 

Save time with the latest version of Bing Ads Editor. 
It runs faster so you can quickly find ads, switch  
views and more.

Use the Top Mover report to quickly diagnose 
account performance variations by identifying the 
most significant changes in campaigns and ad  
groups. It also shows possible causes for the 
performance changes. 

Auction Insights help you monitor and compare 
campaign performance against competitors. Manage 
your budget more effectively by checking in on  
other advertisers.

http://help.bingads.microsoft.com/#apex/3/en/51050/0
http://help.bingads.microsoft.com/#apex/3/en/50872/-1
http://help.bingads.microsoft.com/#apex/3/en/56706/1
http://help.bingads.microsoft.com/#apex/3/en/56727/1
http://help.bingads.microsoft.com/#apex/3/en/56727/1
http://help.bingads.microsoft.com/#apex/3/en/52095/3
http://help.bingads.microsoft.com/#apex/3/en/51046/0
http://help.bingads.microsoft.com/#apex/3/en/bing ads editor
http://help.bingads.microsoft.com/#apex/3/en/53042/2
http://help.bingads.microsoft.com/#apex/3/en/51126/2


> Work with us 
We’ll try to maximize your return  
on investment

> Bing Ads

> Agency Hub 

> Bing Ads help

> Bing Ads Intelligence

> Additional insights on the tax season

> Call us: (800) 518-5689
Follow the menu prompts for “agency” to 
talk with an agency support specialist. 

We’re available Monday through Friday 9:00 
A.M. to 5:45 P.M. EST.

> Stay connected
blog.bingads.com

facebook.com/BingAds

twitter.com/bingads

slideshare.net/bingads

Profile: linkd.in/1evlGtD

Showcase: linkedin.com/ 
company/bing-ads
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